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Y
oko Ono used only one word, “Imagine”, on 
the memorial for John Lennon in Central Park. 
�is memorial is directly opposite the famous 
Dakota Building in the Upper West Side of 

Manhattan, New York, where they used to live, and 
where she currently lives. �e word obviously refers to 
their famous song of the same name. With “Imagine” 
they dared the world to constantly imagine a di�erent 
reality – a far more optimistic and idealistic future.

Every time I have visited that city, I have made 
my personal pilgrimage to this memorial to 
remind myself, at least, that no matter how small 
and insigni�cant each of our individual actions is, 
collectively it could make the world a better place. If 
you are an architect, you have a special obligation in 
this regard. 

While I re�ect on popular culture expressed in 
contemporary music, I am reminded of Pink Floyd’s 
rock opera, �e Wall, which might be the ultimate 
rebellion against the numbing e�ects of thoughtless 
and regimented “education”. �e song “Another Brick 

in the Wall” with its hard-
hitting lyrics “We don’t need 
no education” being the central 
vehicle of the message. �e 
performance of �e Wall in 
1990 following the fall of the 
Berlin Wall in November 1989 
is now legendary. I was there 
to witness the momentous 
November 1989 event that 

subsequently changed the world. Now it is hard to �nd 
traces of the wall as it has been mostly removed as a 
physical and emotional healing act within the city.

However, the world is still building walls and 
barriers, large and prominent such as the ones 
between Mexico and the United States, between 
Israel and the Palestinian-controlled West Bank, the 
forti�ed border between North and South Korea and 
the millions of kilometres of suburban walls forti�ed 
with barbed wire, electric fences, camera surveillance 
– the list goes on and on … We know the reasons for 
these barriers are complex and extend, in some cases, 

over many years of con�ict – yet the physical evidence 
is nearly always the same. It divides people, it excludes 
the possibility of normal human exchanges, it creates 
a world of “us” and “them”.

Luckily there are other positive experiences. 
Recently I sat on a sidewalk in an area on the edge of 
the traditional CBD of Johannesburg having co�ee 
with a colleague. �ere is nothing special about the 
physical qualities of the sidewalk – other than that 
the inhabitants willed it to be “normal”. While having 
co�ee, we could talk and interact with passersby as 
well as with the complex and even contradictory 
uses of this physical microcosm. My colleague’s 
o�ce space, around the corner, is separated from 
the sidewalk by a glass shopfront. Should passersby 
care to look in, they would see buildings in progress; 
buildings that they might one day use. �e projects 
all had the same characteristic – they have created 
digni�ed spaces for human beings and for the urban 
space they adjoin. �ese were publicly-funded projects 
creating public dignity for the “average” South 
African. In a similar manner, in the lower middle-class 
suburb where I live, I can walk down the road to a 
park where I can talk freely with those in the park and 
witness their activities while enjoying some of the best 
views on o�er in the city of Johannesburg. Collectively, 
here, we all “own” the city equally and freely.

Yet, we constantly build walls and barriers – we 
divide despite the fact that the evidence gathered in 
successful societies points in a di�erent direction. 

We know how to de�ne public from private in a 
digni�ed manner, but generally, we don’t do it. Is the 
biggest barrier then in our perception of others?

Remember Archbishop Emeritus Desmond 
Tutu’s words in his obituary of Ko� Annan in Time 
Magazine1 when he said: “For him, there was no them, 
no other – just us”. 

Before we draw the line that will become the barrier, 
let us collectively, as architects, remember those words 
and “Imagine” a better, more positive future in our 
daily actions.  ■

1 Time, September 3-10:11

BARRIERS
professor  
Paul Kotze,  
Editor

We know how to define 
public from private in 

a dignified manner, but 
generally we don’t do it
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THE FUTURE OF THE NBRS 
AND THE REVIEW BOARD
How the recent judgement regarding the role of the Review Board and the National 
Building Regulations and Building Standards Act will impact architects.

Building Regulations (NBR), all municipalities 
had their own building regulations and standards: 
it was the express purpose of the Act to ensure 
national uniformity of building regulations;

• �e Review Board established by section 9 was an 
instrument of that uniformity;

• �e judgement in e�ect �nds that it is 
unconstitutional for uniformity of regulation to be 
administered at the level of national government;

• Hence, there can be no national uniformity;
• It follows that all municipalities can now interpret 

the NBR as they see �t; and,
• �ere is nothing that would now prevent 

individual municipalities from deciding to amend 
the national building regulations, replace them or 
disregard them (whether in whole or in part);

• So, in e�ect, there are now no national building 
regulations, in the sense that a ‘regulation’ 
necessarily contemplates a set of uniformly-
interpreted rules which is binding in law.

“�e consequences that now play out will be most 
interesting to see.”
�e National Development Plan (NDP) presents a 

co-ordinated e�ort to address poverty and inequality in 
our country by redirecting the focus of policymaking 
from short-term symptom-based policies to longer-term 
policies based on sound evidence and reason. At the core 
of the NDP, the NDP aims to ensure the achievement of a 
“decent standard of living” for all South Africans by 2030. 

�e chair, Trevor Manuel states: For this to happen the 
country must: 
• clarify and relentlessly pursue a national vision for 

spatial development
• sharpen the instruments for achieving this vision 
• build the required capabilities in the state and 

among citizens. 
Why then, we ask, should there not be a national minimum 
standard for buildings to support these e�orts?  ■

I
n October we published a Practice Advisory to SAIA 
members to inform them of a recent Constitutional 
Court judgement about the role of the Review Board 
established by section 9 of the National Building 

Regulations and Building Standards Act (103 of 1970).  
�e advisory was only informative and did not speculate 
on the impact of the judgement.  

But the judgement may have serious – perhaps 
unintended – consequences for the profession. Moreover, 
it may a�ect the quality and standards adopted in the built 
environment. Abandoning these minimum standards 
may also have dire consequences for the safety and health 
of society.  

One view, as expressed by Michael Bester of Cape Town, 
in an email trail between members of the SAIA Practice 
Committee, spells out the dangerous situation we as 
architects now face:

“�e judgement is in my view undoubtedly correct, but 
our much vaunted Constitution unambiguously makes 
building regulations a sphere of municipal government 
in the same way as it does zoning, land-use and 
planning schemes. 

“I should say that I was the Chairman of the 
Review Board that made the �nding that led to the 
constitutional challenge so, although I necessarily 
recorded my ‘intention to abide’ with the judgement of 
the Courts, I’ve been following this case very closely.

“It seems that the problem may now develop thus:
• �e ‘long title’ of the National Building 

Regulations and Building Standards Act (103 
of 1970) is  “Act to provide for the promotion 
of uniformity in the law relating to the erection 
of buildings in the areas of jurisdiction of local 
authorities; for the prescribing of building 
standards; and for matters connected therewith” 
(my underlining);

• Before 1985, when the Act became e�ective, 
following the promulgation of the National 

By: Su Linning
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I
t was with great sadness and deep regret that SAIA 
learned of the sudden passing of one of our pre-
eminent members, Rodney Ralph Choromanski, 
on 23 October 2018. Rodney enrolled with SAIA in 

1996 when he established his practice – Choromanski 
Architects. He obtained his BArch degree from the 
University of Natal.

Rodney’s (Rod) experience in the built environment 
has been valuable in developing a team, skilled in 
innovative and dynamic design, which led to successful 
projects, architectural competitions and awards – Rod 
was a multiple award-winning architect –and the 
team’s diverse portfolio has gained recognition both 
locally and internationally.

Rod wrote for various publications, presented papers 
at conferences, served on urban and architecture design 
review panels, tutored, and travelled for research, which 
provided his practice with a wealth of knowledge. 

By: Ruben Reddy, President KwaZulu-Natal region of South African Institute of Architects

TRIBUTE AND FAREWELL  
TO A SAIA STALWART

I remain shocked, angry, confused and deeply sad! 
How is it possible that a talent so free and energetic  
– a complete human being – be removed from us  
so prematurely?

Rodney and I were part of that unique group who 
began our careers as architects during the darkest 
days of repression – the early 80s. Ours was a special 
group of activists; some louder than others. Rodney 
was �rm, but never loud. A soul who gave everything 
he possessed to the advancement of culture, especially 
to those less fortunate, music, art, sport, poetry and, of 
course, the built environment.

We from KZN region should feel honoured to not 
only have shared our profession with the �rst recipient 
of the Africa Architecture Award, but also to have been 
in the midst of one so calm, complete and authentic.

Too soon my brother, just too soon.  ■
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Will Boase is a Uganda-based 
freelance photographer working 
all over the East Africa region, 
and sometimes beyond, on 
a wide range of topics. He is 
passionate about architecture, 
public health and elections. In 
his spare time, he can be found 
cooking, shooting personal 
projects or walking his dog.

Gareth Leonard is a practising 
architect at GAPP Architects, 
Urban Designers and Spatial 
Planners in Johannesburg. 
While active in a range of 
creative disciplines, Gareth 
is primarily interested in the 
spatial impact of architecture 
on the growth and sustainable 
development of urban spaces 
and the communities they serve.

Katherine Munro  is an 
Honorary Associate Professor 
in the School of Architecture 
and Planning, University 
of the Witwatersrand. She 
is the vice-chairperson of 
�e Johannesburg Heritage 
Foundation. She is a regular 
contributor to �e Heritage 
Portal and has previously 
published in Architecture SA.

John Rushmere is an  
architect practising in  
Port Elizabeth. He graduated 
from the University of Cape Town 
before settling in Port Elizabeth. 
From 2000, he directed his 
attention to the Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University. He 
was awarded the Gold Medal for 
Architecture Award in 2002. 
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N
eil Anthony de Haviland Lange was born in 1936 
in Johannesburg. He was schooled at Hilton 
College in KwaZulu-Natal and received his �rst 
degree in architecture from the University of the 

Witwatersrand in 1958. In 1961, he graduated with a 
Master’s degree in architecture from Yale University.

A SCHOLAR AND SPORTSMAN
Lange received many accolades during his early 
educational career. He was a winner of the Jan Hofmeyr 
Memorial Competition for public speaking and received 
a distinction for Latin in matric. He was the joint prize 
winner for the best design in his �nal year and also 
received a distinction for his architectural thesis at Wits. 
While in the master’s class in architectural design – 
directed by the internationally respected Professor Paul 
Rudolph at Yale University – two of his projects were 
accepted for inclusion into the Yale Archive Collection. 
Lange was awarded a Rotary International Fellowship, 
which enabled him to attend Yale University.

He was an excellent sportsman – a SA Universities 
Squash Champion who also represented SA Universities in 
SA and Europe at hockey.

During his undergraduate years at Wits, Lange o�en 
worked during the holidays for the well-known and still 
operating John Barrow Construction Company to learn 
the various building trades.

INSPIRATIONAL ARCHITECT 
Upon his return from America, Lange became part 
of a group of architects who won the international 
architectural competition for the Johannesburg Civic 
Centre in Braamfontein. He was the architect for the 
Johannesburg Municipal Abattoir and designed an 
abattoir for Durban Municipality, which remained 
unbuilt. �is project, however, was illustrated in the 
Yale University Architectural Calendar of 1978. �is 
was quite an achievement seen against the background 
of the cultural boycott operative against South Africa at 
the time. Lange also became known and respected for 
a series of domestic and smaller commercial buildings 
across the City of Johannesburg. Of speci�c importance 

By: Professor Paul Kotze

HONOURING THE “ARCHITECT’S 
ARCHITECT” – ANTHONY LANGE

here, is a group of three highly in�uential houses in 
Orchards. �e records of their development were 
acquired by Harvard University and the Israel Technion 
upon their interest and request. 

Anthony Lange was also active in architectural 
education. He taught at the School of Architecture at the 
University of the Witwatersrand for many years. He o�en 
wrote on architecture and for a long time was responsible 
for a column on architecture in the Financial Mail. 

It was Lange who, in 1974, had a motion accepted  
by the, then, Transvaal Institute of Architects to encourage 
the training of black architects and draughtspeople.  
�is motion was later accepted as the national policy of  
the SAIA.

Lange’s architecture was characterised by his 
deep understanding of the logic of the plan, section, 
construction and materials and by his, sometimes, 
lyrical �ourishes of exquisite cra�smanship. He had the 
ability to inspire those around him to �nd their speci�c 
distinctive excellences. He was exceptionally well-read 
on a wide variety of topics. He was a critical thinker 
who had the ability to comment constructively about 
architecture and he was an architect of high ethical 
standards who fought for what he believed was right. 
O�en, he would have done this to his own detriment, 
but he was not afraid to take on big battles. In time, the 
nature of these battles will still be scrutinised by scholars 
of a next generation and, without any doubt, this new 
light and perspective will reveal the value of his thinking 
and contributions to the architectural profession in 
South Africa.

Lange was part of a certain generation of South African 
architects who furthered their studies in America. 
Collectively and individually, this group has had a huge 
in�uence on architecture in the country. 

In many ways, Anthony Lange was the quintessential 
“Architect’s Architect” with a highly-respected ability to 
inspire other architects.

Anthony and his wife Pippa, who passed away late 
2017, are survived by their son Rory, who quali�ed as an 
architect at UCT, and their daughter Kezia, who quali�ed 
as a medical doctor at Wits.  ■
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book review

W
ho decides if a work of art and architecture is 
African enough? Why the absence or scarcity 
of a black voice in the discourse on African 
architecture and spacemaking? Why do people 

of African descent distrust a Eurocentric rhetoric on 
matters relating to African identity and how a black 
experience is translated into space? How can architecture 
escape “African” cultural stereotypes, symbols and 
clichés to be rooted in deeper and meaningful spatial 
practices, projecting an authentic African identity? Why 
the search for an African identity in architecture? 

Mario Gooden, an African architect and a professor 
at the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and 
Preservation, Columbia University, utilises �ve essays, 
in his book Dark Space to probe the manifestation and 
making of African space – African sel�ood and cultural 
spatiality-projecting African narratives in space and 
through space. �is is to be achieved in manners that 
transcend imagery-focused architectural production 
modes of construing black experience. African identity 
is contained in visual and spatial narratives of what 
Africans think, the way they work and what they value. 
African identity is unveiled by the narrative-telling 
stories about the survival of “Africanness” in diasporas. 
Africans should be telling the African story. �e triumph 
of the African spirit over a dominant culture permeates 
spatial, visual, musical and scienti�c practices. �e 
resilient African spirit is evident in the way Africans, out 
of limited resources and historical oppression, produced 
numerous inventions and creative outputs that are not 
recorded in common history books. 

In the text, forms of practice, located between art 
and architecture, are investigated using criticism, 

1  Colombia Books on Architecture and the City, 2016.

history and theory. �e text enquires into the cra�ing 
of African identity in a dominant culture by asking and 
discussing the following: who is an Africa-American? 
Why African liberation is a form of spatial practice? 
How modern theory of architecture, the avant-garde, 
fails to spatially concretise the African experience? 
In what way do African-American museums succeed 
or fail to portray and project an authentic African 
identity in visual and spatial ways? How contemporary 
architectural theory marginalises Africans? 

In essence, the text discourages reliance on cultural 
truism, “typi�cations” and labels when building form 
typologies are used to translate African narratives, 
it brings to the fore an opulent and intricate African 
heritage that may enable meaningful expression and 
endorsement of the African’s daily life in the diaspora. 
�e extension of “Africanness” to black visual arts and 
architecture is scanty, thus, creative and signi�cant 
e�orts are needed to redress the historical “genocide”  
of the African voice. 

Although the presented questions below, on 
the expression of Africanism through form and 
characterisation of space, are discussed with an 
American context in mind in the text, their relevance 
and usefulness resonate with Africans in the South 
African context:  How can black culture �ltrate 
into space, through the interplay of culture and 
architecture, in a way that elevates the personhood 
of an African and identity of Africans? How can 
architecture and black life intersect in pursuit 
of an ethnic identity? How can architecture, as a 
cultural practice, capture and meaningfully translate 
context-speci�c, socio-spatial, cultural, historical 
and political issues? How can architecture facilitate 
the actualisation of black life, liberty and pursuit of 
happiness through signi�cation and revealing of an 
African sel�ood?  ■

By: Dr Emmanuel Nkambule, Tshwane University of Technology
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A BIG HEART  
AND A LOVE  
FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENT

A small architecture �rm 
based in Kampala, Uganda 
that focuses purely on 
environmentally-conscious 
projects recently completed 
its �rst pro bono project.

1

By: Will Boase

2 3
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1 Rubble stone foundation at Kidepo Primary School. 2 Compressed earth block wall of Kidepo 
Primary School. 3 Artistic impression of kindergarten at Kidepo Primary School. 4 Artistic 
impression of typical classroom at Kidepo Primary School.

A conservation organisation recently invited 
proposals for two primary schools to be built 
inside a wildlife corridor bordering the Kidepo 
National Park, deep in Northern Uganda on the 

South Sudan border. It is a di�cult location logistically, 
its terrain harsh and rocky with little shade or comfort, 
and the local wildlife is as much a client of the building 
as the students will be. Studio FH, a small architecture 
�rm based in Kampala and specialising in sustainable 
architecture, decided to pitch for the contract. Two 
architects along with a landscape architect and a 
structural engineer all piled into a minibus and drove 
northeast, �nally arriving at the site eight hours later

�ey proceeded to spend four days walking every inch 
of the property and discussing in detail the available 
materials, the design brief, the possibilities and the 
challenges. �ey visited local manyattas, the traditional 
homestead of the Karamojong tribe, and met with local 
residents to �nd out more about their lives and land. By 
the time the team arrived back at their desks in Kampala, 
Felix Holland, owner and principal architect of Studio 
FH, sat down and sketched out his �rst and �nal dra� 
of the idea. It was entirely site-generated and designed 
to answer the questions that the visit had raised, and the 
pitch was successful.

Holland is of medium height and slight, quietly spoken, 
but persuasive and always ready with an easy smile. His 
company is quite unique in Uganda, restricting itself only 
to projects that are environmentally-conscious. While the 
choice of niche seems to be restrictive in a small market 

where most architectural practices are enthusiastically 
multipurpose, this decision makes sense in the context 
of Holland’s education and career. He says he knew 
he wanted to be an architect at 15, being educated at a 
Rudolf Steiner School where they encouraged art and 
other practical subjects alongside the usual curriculum of 
mathematics and science. He enjoyed art, but, in his own 
words, was never very good at it, and he began to be drawn 
into architecture as a form of artistic expression..

A�er �nishing school and spending most of a year in 
South Africa, Holland enrolled to study at Hochschule 
für bildende Künste (HFBK) in Hamburg, from where 
he graduated a�er seven years of study. During his time 
at university, he frequently travelled to countries all 
over Africa, and it was during one of those trips that he 
discovered Uganda. �is led to a decision to complete his 
studies and then emigrate to Uganda. 

University was key in forming his philosophy of 
architecture, and he was inspired by Hans �algott, a 
now-retired lecturer and architect, whose main focus was 
the design of small-scale structures such as homes and 
kindergartens, but who also had a great passion for urban 
design. Among architects, this is not perhaps the most 
glamorous �eld, but �algott’s explanations of buildings 
as being, �rst and foremost, spaces where people should ›  

UNIVERSITY WAS KEY IN FORMING HIS 
PHILOSOPHY OF ARCHITECTURE, AND HE 
WAS INSPIRED BY HANS THALGOTT, A NOW-
RETIRED LECTURER AND ARCHITECT, WHOSE 
MAIN FOCUS WAS THE DESIGN OF SMALL-
SCALE STRUCTURES SUCH AS HOMES AND 
KINDERGARTENS, BUT WHO ALSO HAD A GREAT 
PASSION FOR URBAN DESIGN

4
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feel comfortable, and of designs, which grow organically 
from inside, made sense to Holland. So, his designs 
became, as he says “the opposite of sculptures. With 
a sculpture you start from a shape and then form it 
inwards, whereas with a building, you should start �rst 
with the spaces you want to create, then shape the outside 
around those spaces, never losing sight of the fact that 
what is being designed must be used and must work for 
its occupants”. 

A SOLID CAREER BACKGROUND
A�er completing his studies, Holland returned to Uganda 
and took a job with a prominent local �rm, FBW, where 
he showed promise and was quickly promoted, eventually 
becoming the principal architect with a large number of 
architects working under him. FBW works on projects 
across East Africa and Holland had to learn to design 
high-rises alongside family homes, embassies, schools and 
shopping malls. He was rapidly inducted into the realities 
of the job of an architect, which di�er greatly from what 
was taught in his studies. 

Students learn about materials and styles and design 
and drawing, but when a senior 
architect is actually working on 
a project, much of what needs 
to be done is writing proposals, 
negotiation, contracts, cash �ow 
and costings, tasks that more 
closely resemble the role of a general 
manager, a surveyor or a logistician 
than of a designer. Holland found 
the number of hours he was able to 
dedicate to design dropping lower 
and lower, while his tasks as an 

administrator slowly took over, until he found himself 
completely unable to work in the role that was his passion 
–  there was simply too much other stu� to do. 

He also found the actual designing, when he had 
time to work on it, a chore. He explains that a tower 
block can be quite a dull a�air once you have the basic 
layouts agreed because each �oor is just a replica of the 
�oor below – perhaps a minor change here or there, but, 
essentially, it’s an exercise in repetition because the actual 
o�ce space that will occupy the �nished building will 
be constructed from partition walls according to the 
�nal occupant’s speci�cations, leaving very little for the 
architect to consider.

Holland is quick to credit FBW for being expected to 
learn the business of administration and management. 
He says that he is reminded daily of what he learned 
there and grateful for being thrown in the deep end and 
given so much responsibility because it forced him to 
acknowledge that, alongside being a designer and an 
artist, one must be capable of fully understanding the 
management role that is inherent in architecture. It’s not 
enough to design beautiful buildings – one must also be 
able to make them happen.

In the later period of his work with FBW, Holland 
faced health problems and took time away from the 
o�ce, giving his mind a chance to wander back to his 
initial motivations. He began to think more about the 
possibilities of starting his own architectural practice, 
adhering to the principles of human-centred design that 
he found lacking in larger commercial developments. He 
dreamed of a practice in the niche of “green architecture” 
where he could apply the same precision and professional 
standards that he had learnt in a commercial practice to a 
�eld that was, at the time, dominated largely by NGOs and 

STUDIO FH MODIFIES AND 
CUSTOMISES MATERIALS  

ON BEHALF OF ITS CLIENTS, 
HANDING OVER SAMPLES 

FOR REPLICATION BY 
CONTRACTORS ON SITE TO 

ENSURE THAT THE DESIGN IS 
REALISED AS IMAGINED

5 6
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5 & 6 Amphitheatre and classroom block at COF Outreach Village Primary School at Nabbunga. 
7 & 8 Classroom at COF Outreach Village Primary School at Nabbunga. 9 Teacher housing at 
COF Outreach Village Primary School at Nabbunga.

7

young, inexperienced architects. Finally, a�er eight years 
with FBW, Holland decided to leave and begin his own 
practice, Studio FH. With his wife and a young daughter 
to support, it was a huge leap into the unknown but he 
felt compelled to leave, knowing that there was no further 
room for growth in his current job.

STUDIO FH IS FORMED
As he made the rounds calling on old acquaintances to 
market his new practice, Holland came into contact again 
with Ross Langdon, a young and wildly imaginative 
Tasmanian architect based in Dar Es Salaam who, 
through a company called Regional Associates, was 
working on quirky and unique projects that were totally 
focused on their role in the landscape, their impact on the 
environment and the experience of the inhabitants. �e 
two quickly became �rm friends. 

Langdon’s life was tragically cut short when he and his 
�ancée Elif were murdered in the terrorist attack on the 
Westgate Mall in Nairobi, but in the last months before his 
death, he and Holland communicated o�en, discussing 
ideas, idealism and possible collaboration. It was Langdon, 
ever the young Turk of the East African architecture scene, 
who encouraged Holland in his new project and gave him 
much-needed moral support as one idealist to another.

Originally headquartered in one damp basement room 
in a house near the lake in southern Kampala, Studio 
FH now operates out of a small semi-detached colonial 
house in the leafy suburb of Bugolobi, to the east of the 
city, separated from town by a large industrial area. �e 
o�ce is a small place with an even smaller team – three 
desks crammed into what used to be a family living room. 
And yet, in terms of jobs ongoing and completed, Studio 
FH is perhaps one of the country’s busiest architectural 

practices. Its clients range from large NGOs to small 
private houses and everything in between. �e studio has 
just launched a pro bono programme intended to allow 
small organisations to have access to its design resources 
for one project at any given time, provided that any 
proposed project is both interesting and necessary.

Holland is comfortable with a small, focused team, 
and says that, at present, he has no plans to grow Studio 
FH to any larger size. He cites the “eight or eighty” rule 
of sta�ng that dictates that a company must either be 
small, lean and specialised, or large enough to absorb and 
cope with work of any scale, with all of the administrative 
requirements that come with such a leap in scale. But, the 
Studio FH team is only able to manage the plethora of 
projects it juggles because of the trust it places in its sub-
contractors; the strength of their relationships is visible. 

Particularly emblematic of this close bond is the 
studio’s pro bono work, where the sub-contractors are 
asked to join them in working for free. Studio FH’s most 
recent project will see the materials recovered from the 
demolition of a structure at a monastery being used in › 

THE STUDIO FH TEAM IS ONLY ABLE TO MANAGE THE 
PLETHORA OF PROJECTS IT JUGGLES BECAUSE OF THE TRUST 
IT PLACES IN ITS SUB-CONTRACTORS; THE STRENGTH OF 
THEIR RELATIONSHIPS IS VISIBLE
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the construction of a maternity centre in a neighbouring 
village. All projects are chosen through a discussion 
between the practice and all of its sub-contractors, and 
the studio has certain criteria that must be ful�lled in 
order to qualify for pro bono services, such as proximity 
to a current commercial site, demonstrated need and 
suitability to the �rm.

 
THE OFFICE, THE WORK ETHIC 
�ere is no reception desk at the Studio FH o�ce. As 
you walk in, you’re likely to be greeted by a young pair 
working at a standing desk, one e�ortlessly manipulating 
a 3D model of a classroom block as she walks her 

colleague through some small 
changes in the design. On one wall 
a set of Japanese power tools hangs 
from a well-organised board, while 
another is decorated with a poster 
from a Joseph Beuys exhibition. 
During a recent visit, the conference 
table was completely taken over by 
a giant model for a new safari lodge 
complete with every detail down 
to the little thatch roofs, laid out 
along the banks of a paper Nile. It’s 

a young workplace, but in among the good humour and 
ringtones, the studio has a relentless work ethic and a 
rigorous approach to the design process. 

�e o�ce is always a mess but never out of order. 
Recently, entering the building meant passing two large, 
ragged-looking temporary timber structures. On these, 
the team is currently testing di�erent types and styles 
of thatching to see how they cope with the rainy season, 
as well as trials of new skirting boards that had to be 
designed specially as they will be �tted to a building where 
the �oor meets the thatch ceiling directly. Studio FH 
modi�es and customises materials on behalf of its clients, 

handing over samples for replication by contractors on site 
to ensure that the design is realised as imagined instead of 
being compromised by any gap in understanding between 
design and implementation. Holland explains that the 
customisation and modi�cation is unavoidable if one is 
to achieve the right results. “It’s not like Europe,” he says, 
“where you can just look at the Velux catalogue and order 
B-26. Here, we just have the local welder. We have nothing 
‘on the shelf’!”

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT, PERFECTION  
AND DEDICATION 
At the RUCID Agricultural School in Mityana, where 
Studio FH designed the classrooms and did the detailing 
for a project made of compressed earth blocks (following 
a general arrangement drawn by Tim Hall of Light Earth 
Designs), even the actual mould for the bricks had to be 
custom-made because nothing existed that could create 
the right dimensions for the design. Holland and his small 
team of architects conduct far more visits to all their sites 
than would be typical, but he regards it as their duty to 
spend time on site to ensure that their designs are followed 
precisely. “Because we are experimenting so much all the 
time with designs and materials, we have an obligation to 
make sure things are done correctly,” he explains. �ere’s 
also an unintended consequence for all the sta�, too, 
because in order to explain and supervise work they must 
o�en learn how to do it, and spend time alongside their 
contractors, o�en in unexpected locations to create the 
desired results. Holland sees it as a necessary part of any 
experimental process, explaining: “I �nd myself on a roof 
working with the thatchers on their thatch, because the 
moment you want to innovate, the cra�sman will have to 
do things di�erently from what he is used to, and I want a 
particular result that they may not have tried before.”

�e studio’s designs take many forms but are all 
underpinned by an interest in (and respect for) the climate 
and the challenges it poses for architects and their clients, 
not to mention the eventual end-users of their products. 
During a recent visit to RUCID, director Samuel Nyanzi 
mentioned to me that some students, particularly those › 

PEOPLE ARE WARY OF 
CHANGE, BUT A GOOD 

ARCHITECT SHOULD BE ABLE 
TO INSPIRE ENOUGH TRUST 

THAT THEY ARE WILLING TO 
SET ASIDE THEIR DOUBTS

10 11

10 Rammed earth wall at Renzo Piano’s Specialised Paediatric Hospital in Entebbe.  
11 Artistic impression of Renzo Piano’s Specialised Paediatric Hospital in Entebbe.
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who were raised in the heat of Northern Uganda, �nd the 
rooms too chilly. I mentioned this to Holland in passing 
and was surprised by his huge smile. “Let them put on 
blankets then!” he exclaimed, clearly thrilled that the 
passive ventilation and other measures employed at the 
school were so e�ective in the tropical heat.

It is this pursuit of perfection that endears the team 
to its clients. A perfect example of this dedication comes 
from an unlikely place in South-Western Uganda, on 
the edge of the Mgahinga National Park, where Praveen 
Moman, the owner of a chain of top-of-the-range lodges, 
has directed his Volcanoes Safaris Partnership Trust 
(VSPT) to work to improve the lives of the Batwa tribe.

Originally forest-dwellers who lived in and around 
the rainforests of Ituri, in Eastern Congo, the Batwa 
later spread out across forests from the Central African 
Republic all the way to Rwanda. In 1991, communities 
of Batwa were forcibly removed from their homes in the 
newly-created Bwindi and Mgahinga National Parks and 
rendered landless and persistently marginalised, forced 
into lives of what amounted to indentured servitude, 
labouring on farms in return for the right to build small 
huts on the margins of the farmers’ land. �e VSPT 
bought 15 acres of land to help the Batwa community of 
Kisoro resettle there and asked Holland for his help in 
assisting them to design houses.

�is work, the �rst of Studio FH’s pro bono projects, 
raised a number of unique challenges. �e Batwa do 
not have a culture of permanent houses, preferring 
to build temporary shelters scattered throughout the 
forests as this �ts well with their lives as hunters. �is 
meant that designing the houses had to begin right at 
the beginning – by asking the Batwa to build a house 
as an example of their ideal structure. Additionally, the 
land was a distance from town, creating challenges in 
the transportation of materials and logistical issues for 
supervision of construction and provision of skilled 
labour. It was agreed that much of the actual construction 
labour would be done by the Batwa themselves, supported 
by the Volcanoes Safaris’ inhouse construction team, and 
would use as much local material as possible to mitigate 

12 13

the transportation problems. But, while the individual 
houses were to be replicated from the physical building, 
which had been designed by the clients and then modi�ed 
by Studio FH, there was a need for a main building, the 
complexity of which risked outpacing its builders. 

�is forced the studio to think about alternative ways 
to present the design in an appropriate manner that took 
into account the client and their skill level. To counter 
the knowledge gap, they reduced the structure’s design 
to its basic elements, allowing a sort of Ikea-style DIY 
construction manual to be produced. �is document 
shows the structure’s construction progressing page by 
page as each element is introduced, its size measured 
out and its placement and attachments speci�ed so that 
the �nal construction, much of which was done by the 
inhabitants themselves, was quick and easy and required 
very little technical skill.

�e completed project, which sits on the boundary of 
the park with only a low stone wall separating the village 
from the forest, is a fusion of in�uences. �e simple houses 
are stylistically very similar to huts in any rural village in 
Uganda, but inside their tin roofs and wattle-and-daub 
walls are well-planned living spaces and the village is laid 
out to give each house privacy and light. �e crowning 
jewel of the site is the community hall, whose design is 
derived from the forest shelters so familiar to the Batwa, 
though on a much larger scale. A visually-arresting giant 
cloche planted �rmly on the outskirts of the village, its 
papyrus thatch and giant doors creating a warm, natural 
and welcoming space, serves the practical purpose of a 
meeting place and social venue.

DESIGNING WITH PRACTICALITIES IN MIND
�e �nal external form of all Studio FH’s buildings, while 
considered and beautiful, is not the point of departure and 
o�en serves only as a container for the spaces. Its beauty 
instead o�en comes from the building’s skin, with the › 

12 & 13  Studio FH architects at work.
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studio’s noted a�ection for intricate styles of brickwork 
and apertures allowing the eye to play across surfaces, 
bringing the landscape closer and giving the structure a 
tactile, engaging texture. �e spaces insider are light, airy 
and cool and, above all, practical. 

Another key aspect considered is the lifespan of the 
building and the human environment in which it will 
work, which Holland considers to be under-examined 
by many architects working in the region. He gives the 
example of wall �nishes, explaining that by plastering 
and painting a wall in a classroom, the architect designs 
a problem for the future, as the paint gets scratched and 
chipped and full of marks from muddy hands. Many 
schools in Uganda are situated far from town to serve the 
largely rural population, and their repair and maintenance 
budgets come from the District Education O�ce, which 
rarely has any money to spend. Anticipating the poor 
upkeep that will likely follow, Studio FH �nishes its 
school walls in raw brick or even earth blocks, so that the 
chipping and scratches and muddy handprints blend in 
with the surface, allowing the wall to look clean and fresh 
throughout its life.

SKILLS, SENSIBILITIES AND CREATIVITY
Studio FH’s exact identity is hard to pin down; no two 
buildings are similar enough that a visitor can say 
con�dently that they know what to expect. At every site, 
it is easy to identify certain repeated motifs, such as the 
delicate and exact brickwork, or the cross-ventilation 
that is concealed in every room, and their buildings o�er 
a visual feast of texture, colour and detail. But they are 
young, driven and creative designers whose management 
is as adventurous as they are, and they have to bridge 
the divide between this pioneer spirit and the practical 
and pragmatic concerns of a busy architecture practice 
with clients, budgets and industry standards. While he is 

well-known regionally for his low-energy and low-impact 
buildings, Holland is careful not to present his output 
as being less commercially focused than competitors. 
He sees any small victory in the design process, such as 
encouraging the client to use re�ective roof sheeting in 
place of the more popular (and far less energy-e�cient) 
coloured sheets, as a way of tackling the problems that the 
built environment creates and faces. But, he doesn’t shy 
away from challenging assignments, preferring instead to 
view the architect’s role as helping the client to make more 
ecologically-conscious decisions. 

Rather than only choosing to work on projects that 
align with his personal worldview, as a small boutique 
practice with a distinctive style might be forgiven for 
doing, Studio FH tackles projects for a wide range of 
clients, bringing the same skills and sensibilities to 
bear regardless of whether they’re designing a bank 
headquarters, a monastery or a village school. Holland is 
scornful of designers who cannot compromise their vision 
to meet the client’s needs. “You’re not an artist, you’re a 
service provider,” he says, explaining that, as he sees it, one 
of the most important skills of an architect is to convince 
the client and reach agreements that keep both sides 
happy. Of new materials, new designs and new directions, 
people are wary of change, but a good architect should 
be able to inspire enough trust that they are willing to set 
aside their doubts. Our work is led by a sense of  ›  

14

16

15

14 & 15 Multipurpose hall at St. Bernard’s Senior Secondary School in Mannya. 16 Community 
centre at Gahinga Batwa Village, near Kisoro.
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idealism, of course, and we know where we want to go, 
but we can’t always manage 100 percent,” Holland says. 
He also acknowledges the contradiction at the core of 
the practice’s philosophy, explaining “we are trying to be 
idealists and perfectionists at the same time, but idealism 
is usually not perfectionist!”

 �is only works if the advice is built on a foundation 
of enough experience that the client can see that their 
architect knows what he’s talking about. �is is where 
Holland’s other key attribute comes in – he is a salesman. 
When he needs to persuade his clients that their whole 
building should be made of compressed earth bricks 
sourced from the very site itself, he usually faces some 
resistance. But he has done it before and is equally at 
home rattling o� �gures for cost per square metre and 
material density as he is explaining the physical process 
of manufacturing the bricks or arguing the case for their 
particular cooling properties. Where his practice has 
made its greatest inroads into the world of eco-friendly 
design is in projects where sustainability and e�ciency 
were not even the main priorities of the client. It’s no big 
surprise that, with this wealth of knowledge of alternative 
techniques, Studio FH was chosen by Renzo Piano as 
the local architect to oversee the building of a children’s 
hospital in Entebbe whose walls are slabs of rammed earth 
600 millimetres thick.

THE VALUE OF SIMPLICITY
Alongside earth, Studio FH uses many other fair-faced 
materials in its designs, most notably manufactured clay 
brick. It’s a pretty easy decision in terms of durability, 
says Holland, and while there is a cost implication both 
in terms of the quality of materials required and the 
skilled labour needed to place those materials correctly, 
he describes it as “magic” to visit a building two or 
three years a�er it is handed over and see it still looking 
the same as on day one. Fair-faced materials make for 
a wealth of colour and texture as long as they’re used 
carefully, but Holland highlights the ways in which these 
materials are used, or overused, as a key indicator of an 

architect’s experience and maturity, saying, “a young 
architect complicates everything all the time, trying to 
solve many problems at once. A mature architect knows 
where simplicity will achieve the same result”. He places 
himself somewhere between the two, describing his 
astonishment when once working with one of his idols 
who completed the entire design for a complex new 
building as a sketched doodle on a scrap of paper and 
then sent it for detailing, comfortable in the knowledge 
that this sketch could be turned into a successful space. 
“�e most important thing,” he explains, “is learning how 
to make something that corresponds to its users. Design 
is not a process of reinventing the wheel, it’s a process of 
constant optimisation.”

�e four long, hot days that Studio FH spent surveying 
every inch of those rugged sites in Kidepo are now a 
distant memory, and the structures are well on their way 
to completion. �eir conservationist design approach, 
involving the protection of as many trees and shrubs as 
possible, has caused the contractor some sleepless nights 
working out how to build foundations mere inches away 
from acacia trees, but the creation of a �rebreak and the 
sensitisation of the local community has led to a rich, 
green “savannah school” that fades into its environment. 
�e structures are made from locally supplied stone 
from the surroundings to minimise the impact of the 
project, and the buildings’ freestanding roofs mirror the 
traditional manyattas of their neighbours while the colour 
schemes for the windows and doors are inspired by the 
jewellery of the Karamojong.

�e �nal product, as with all Studio FH’s output, will 
not be a headline-grabbing structure that turns heads. 
Instead these squat, shaded, near-invisible buildings 
will be a small rural school that changes nothing, or 
everything, or small things in small ways, depending on 
who you ask.  ■

17 18

17 Physical model of Nile Safari Lodge, Murchison Falls National Park. 18 Main building 
�oorplan, Nile Safari Lodge, Murchison Falls National Park.
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a rich and interesting 

legacy THE YEOVILLE WATER 
TOWER in Johannesburg, 
1913–1914.

By: Katherine Munro, Honorary Associate Professor, School of Architecture and Planning,  
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg

1 �e steel connecting ladders are important for access. 2 �e Yeoville-Berea-Hillbrow skyline – 
scale dramatically altered with the construction of the Ponte Tower.

T
his is the �nal (parts two and three) of a three-part 
series documenting the history, relevance, symbolism 
and architectural signi�cance of the Yeoville Water 
Tower. �is part deals mainly with the blueprint 

(technical drawing) of the architectural structural drawing 
and the German origins of the water tower.

Firstly, there is a heading in German, Wasserturm mit 
Behälter von 50,000 gallons Fassungsraum (translation: 
Water tower with the capacity of 50 000 gallons). �is 
pinpoints the German origin. We are able to date the 
tower with accuracy, as there is a date and place in the 
bottom right-hand corner – Dortmund, d 2nd Januar 1913.

�e top right-hand corner states Com [commission 
no] 2044) Blatt 1 [page 1]. We can assume that this was a 
commission and the �rst page of technical drawings. On 
the top le�-hand corner is the name Fa. Geo L Kűstner, 
Johannesburg. �us, there is a link to a Johannesburg man 
and to the tender mentioned in the annual reports of the 
Town Engineer. 

Fa. Is the German abbreviation for �rma or �rm. Geo 
L Kűstner (Pty) Ltd. was a pioneering Johannesburg �rm 
established in 1896. It specialised in the importation 
of machine tools, engineering and electrical supplies. 
Kűstner, the founder, came from Heidelberg in Germany. 
As a young man, he took up a position with a �rm of 
merchants in London. He became the representative of a 
number of overseas manufacturers following his arrival 
in Johannesburg. Kűstner le� South Africa during the 
Anglo-Boer (South African) War and went to Australia 
where he investigated business prospects, but returned 
to South Africa with his wife and young son in 1902. He 
re-established his business in Johannesburg, purchased 
a stand and built premises at the corner of Marshall and 
Ferreira Streets. �e �rm specialised in the importation 
of water so�ening and puri�cation plants, structural steel 
works, miner’s carbide and hand lamps and cyanide and 
mercury for the Witwatersrand gold mines. In 1912, this 
�rm secured the Johannesburg municipality tender for the 
supply of the Yeoville steel water tower. 

 A thumbnail history of the �rm appears as an 
advertorial in Felix Stark’s Seventy Golden Years (the 
history of Johannesburg up to 1956). A�er the First 
World War with the development of local industry, 
the �rm adapted to changing times and in 1920 added 
machine tools and engineering and electrical supplies 
to its range of imported commodities. Kűstner died in 
1923 and the business was taken over by his son, Robert 
V Kűstner1. A 1928 advertisement for the �rm, reveals 
that the �rm represented at least 10 German engineering 
�rms, such as Watt and Schuchardt & Schutte of Berlin, 
Naxos-Union and Gůnther & Co of Frankfurt am Main, 
Bochsling-Buderus of Welzlar, Weipert of Heilbronn, 
Pohlig and Reisert of Koln, in addition to A. Klőnne of 
Dortmund, on the Witwatersrand. A specialist range of 
mining equipment, such as precision tools, cable cars, 
scienti�c instruments, lamps, crucibles, abrasive sheets 
and grinding wheels, were among the listed items handled 
by Kűstner.2  ›

WE ARE ABLE TO DATE THE TOWER WITH ACCURACY, AS 
THERE IS A DATE AND PLACE IN THE BOTTOM RIGHT-HAND 
CORNER – DORTMUND, D 2ND JANUAR 1913

PartS 2 and 3

2

Yeoville Water Tower
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�ere is record of the registration of Geo L Kűstner as a 
Pty. Limited company in 1936. �e South African Mining 
Yearbook (1941/42), displays an advert for Kűstner as a 
specialist supplier of mining material, engineering and 
electrical supplies and listed as importers of high-class 
machine tools3. Robert V Kűstner was the managing 
director and their o�ces were located on Marshall Street, 
Johannesburg4. However, in 1950 the company relocated 
to Central Road, Fordsburg to a new building5.

�e next interesting feature of the blueprint is a faint 
stamp in red lettering, appearing below the heading, 
and hardly visible and mainly illegible. Under a high-
powered light, it is possible to make out enough of the 

words (in German) to arrive at a 
meaning and this translates as: “Of 
(illegible) nobody but the contractual 
user may make use. It may not be 
passed on to third parties nor copied 
nor communicated to third parties 
for further use”6. It is a claim of 
ownership or design copyright by 
the �rm. �e name Aug. Klőnne, 
Dortmund7 signs o� this declaration. 
�is became the starting point in the 
quest for origins. 

�e blueprint comprises �ve structural engineering 
drawings with an outline of the plan of the tower and 
various cross-sections of technical details. �ese drawings 
are of the elegant high-rising steel framework, the 
circular substantial iron support framework supporting 
a walkway; the spherical tank is capped by the almost 
Gothic-looking steeple adornment reaching skywards (it 
is a ventilator). �e information it provides is consistent 
with our knowledge that the Yeoville Water Tower was 
completed in 1914. To give our tower its correct period, it 

belongs to the reign of George V, or more correctly still, 
the reign of Kaiser Wilhelm II. It was neither Victorian 
nor Edwardian, as it has hitherto been described. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BLUEPRINT
�is is Johannesburg’s Wasserturm (or Water Tower). It is 
an exciting moment to see a loved city landmark given its 
historic document of origins. �is is the hard evidence that 
removes at least some of the guesswork. �e blueprint is 
important because it links Yeoville and Johannesburg to 
the world of German cutting-edge industrial design on the 
eve of the First World War, and it signals that Johannesburg 
had achieved a measure of sophistication and technological 
advancement as a town of some permanence. It was not 
until 1928 though that Johannesburg achieved city status. 
�e blueprint is essentially the “birth certi�cate” of the 
Yeoville Water Tower! 

THE TOWER IN AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 
�e blueprint started a quest to �nd August Klőnne and 
to ask whether there were other “Yeoville water towers” 
elsewhere, probably in Germany. Internet research was 
rewarding, as a community of water tower enthusiasts 
in Europe was discovered. �ere are friends of old water 
towers in Sweden, Britain and Germany. Water towers 
are regarded as items of industrial archaeology and, as 
in the case of railway enthusiasts, there are people who 
document, conserve, preserve and publicise water towers 
wherever they still exist. A pre-First World War water 
tower in good condition and still functioning is a rare 
architectural and engineering legacy.

AUG. KLőNNE: THE MAN AND THE COMPANY
Aug. Klőnne was a German engineering �rm established 
in 1879 by a remarkable German businessman, inventor 
and entrepreneur, August Klőnne. Klőnne was born 
in 1849 in Műlsborn (now Meschede), North-Rhine, 
Westphalia, Germany. His life spanned a Germany 
that came of age as a powerful European industrialised 
country. Klőnne was a civil engineer, and his initial 
specialisation was in gas (from coal) furnace production. 
Klőnne was a self-made man who started as an apprentice 
from modest but enterprising beginnings. As a young 
man he was employed by the Bochum gasworks and  › 

3 View of the water tank of the Yeoville Water Tower with its 50 000 gallon capacity.  
4 �e steel framework with rivets and the ladder leading to the circular tank.

THE BLUEPRINT COMPRISES 
FIVE STRUCTURAL 

ENGINEERING DRAWINGS 
WITH AN OUTLINE OF THE 
PLAN OF THE TOWER AND 

VARIOUS CROSS-SECTIONS OF 
TECHNICAL DETAILS

3

4
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5

5 �e blueprint of the tower supplied by Aug. Klőnne, Jan 1913 with Geo KŰstner, the local 
engineering agent – the signi�cance of blueprint lies in dating the tower with accuracy and 
tracking its origins. 6 Yeoville‘s iconic water tower, an engineering masterpiece constructed 
1913–1914; view from Hendon Street.

6

success led to his being commissioned to design and build 
a new gas station in Bochum. In 1873, he was appointed 
to the board of the gas and water works company in 
Dortmund. He rose to the top to become a formidable 
and respected businessman involved in engineering, 
industry, brewing, and banking7.

Klőnne’s hometown was Dortmund in the industrial 
heartland of Germany, in the Ruhr Valley. �e Ruhr 
Valley was where Germany’s 19th-century industrial 
revolution based on coal, iron, steam power and gas was 
anchored. �ese were the sinews of heavy industry and 
the foundation of modernisation and an overwhelming 
European dominance that rivalled and began to overtake 
the industrial might of Britain by the late 19th century. 
Aug. Klőnne was one of the great German industrial 
giants that stood alongside �rms such as Krupp, Siemens 
and �yssen.

Men such as Klőnne shaped the German industrial 
towns and cities with waterworks, gas works, steel plants, 
railway stations, bridges, textile mills and beer brewing. 
It was the need for iron components in the construction 
of the Dortmund gas works that led Klőnne to start his 
own engineering workshop, buying up the workshops of 
the Dortmunder Bridge Construction Stock Company in 
1886. Out of these small beginnings, the internationally-
renowned �rm of Aug. Klőnne emerged. August Klőnne 
extended the production capabilities of his company to 
include gas tanks, water tanks, railway bridges, station 

sheds, locks, weirs and ship li�s. Internet research 
yielded information about a gas production patent 
registered in the 1880s in the USA and Europe for the 
washing and puri�cation of gas8. Signi�cantly, the use of 
patents was a method to promote and exploit technically 
important inventions. �e great 19th century railway 
stations with their steel trusses and arches were the 
masterpieces of the age. �e Klőnne �rm, for example, 
supplied the steelwork for the new imposing main station 
of Dresden, which opened in 1898 (destroyed in the 
Allied bombing raid of 1945). 

�e high-level water tank business grew out of a 
combination of the specialisation in gas tanks and steel 
structures. In cooperation with other engineers, such as 
Georg Barkhuizen, Klőnne constructed the �rst above 
ground gas ring container. Later high water tanks were 
developed. Klőnne became the sole manufacturer  › 

A PRE-FIRST WORLD WAR WATER TOWER IN GOOD CONDITION 
AND STILL FUNCTIONING IS A RARE ARCHITECTURAL AND 
ENGINEERING LEGACY
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of the Barkhuizen water containers in the late 19th 
century and it was the dominant design, because of its 
functionality and excellence. Further research then 
resulted in the award of a patent to Klőnne in 1898 for 
an improved spherical water container. From 1906, the 
spherical design became the standard Klőnne type. 

�ese spherical water tanks were 
prefabricated in Dortmund and 
dispatched for construction in 
Germany and abroad9.

August Klőnne died in 
Dortmund in 1908 aged 59. A�er 
his death, the company was run 
by his twin sons, Max Klőnne 
(1878–1945) and Moritz Klőnne 
(1878–1962), and then passed to a 
third generation. �ey expanded 

the company’s �eld of activity and appear to have 
continued erecting Klőnne water towers. 

Klőnne’s engineering achievements extended 
to railway stations and platforms, railway bridges 
(Dresden, Essen, Burg, Dortmund), bridges over rivers 
(for example, the Hohenzollern bridge on the Rhine 
in Cologne) and factory and plant structures. Klőnne 
shaped the physical and industrial look of Dortmund 
prior to the Second World War, constructing overpasses, 
bridges, the main station and its platforms. Other 
engineering projects included, parts of the Ruhr viaduct 

near Witten (1913–1916), and the Hindenburg Bridge 
in Halle (Salle) was also a project of those years and 
it was only scrapped in 2006. �e company was also 
responsible for a double-track bridge and a 264m-long 
railway turning bridge in Holland, one of the largest 
in Europe. In addition, the �rm was active in the 
construction of mine and metallurgical plants, gas 
tanks, bridges, cranes, market halls, gasworks and allied 
facilities, and steel water structures such as ship li�s, 
�oating docks etc. �ese were all major high-quality, 
capital-intensive engineering projects. 

Later, moving with the times, the �rm was also 
responsible for airship hangars, hydroplane hangars, 
boat hoists, further gas containers and a motorway 
bridge over the Rhine at Leverkusen. 

 By 1958, the company employed about 1 700 
employees; prospering through three generations of 
family ownership and management and surviving 
the political upheavals and wars of the 20th century. 
However, in 1966, Aug. Klőnne was taken over by 
�yssen-Röhrenwerke AG.

TWIN TOWER
�e nearest and closest “twin” of the Johannesburg 
Yeoville Water Tower is der Blauer Wasserturm – the 
Blue Water Tower in the city of Ahlen, on Guissener 
Strasse. It is a landmark of the city, built between 1915 
and 1917 by Aug. Klőnne. �is water tower stands at a 
height of 44m and served the mine and mine settlement 
of the Zeche Westfalen and continued to be part of the 
public water supply system until 1985. Demolition  › 

IN THE EARLY PRE-RAILWAY 
DAYS ALL HEAVY MACHINERY 
AND MINE EQUIPMENT HAD TO 

BE IMPORTED FROM EUROPE 
BY SHIP AND BROUGHT TO THE 

HIGHVELD BY OX-WAGON

7

7 �e old pump house now abandoned beneath the Yeoville Water Tower.
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was planned in the 1980s, but local heritage enthusiasts 
campaigned for its preservation and the city of Ahlen 
became the new owner. It was extensively refurbished 
and is now recognised as an industrial monument. It 
is also celebrated as it demonstrates the application of 
riveting in tower construction. Similar riveting can also 
be seen on the Yeoville Water Tower. 

�e Ahlen Water Tower and the Yeoville Water Tower 
are excellent examples of the hemispherical shape and 
the design of supporting frameworks at the base and 
around the circumference. �e “ball”, as water container, 
is mounted on a steel framework and represents 
that quality combination of excellence in industrial 
functionality and design10.

PREFABRICATION AND THE IMPORTED OPTION,  
THE JOHANNESBURG ORDER
�e strange thing about the Johannesburg Town 
Engineers’ reports (of the years 1913–1915) is that they 
fail to mention that the water tank and supporting 
tower was imported from Germany. �e Mervyn King 
Ridge Trail handbook (1986) indicates that the Yeoville 
Water Tower was made in Dortmund, transported to 
Johannesburg and erected on site in 1913. Hence, the 
water tower is an example of a prefabricated form. �is 
was not unusual in the late 19th and early 20th century 
prior to the establishment of an industrial capacity and 
the establishment of a local iron and steel industry. 

We know from the work of Professor Gilbert Herbert 
that cottages, churches, theatres, pubs were all shipped 
out in prefabricated sections to British Empire countries, 
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa11. Kimberley 
has some excellent examples12. Jan Smuts’ home 
Doornkloof at Irene was originally an imported British 
o�cers’ mess from Middelburg in the then Transvaal13. 
However, Gilbert concentrated on the architectural 
aspects and missed the industrial archaeology and 
prefabrication represented by the early mine headgear of 
both Kimberley and the Witwatersrand. 

German and Dutch interest and involvement in 
the economy of the Transvaal has been documented 
in the major studies on the NZASM railway projects 
and buildings by both De Jong and van der Waal and 
the team of Bakker, Clarke and Fisher14. �e original 
Park station (�rst called Park Halt) was a prefabricated 
structure imported from the Netherlands, dating from 
1896–1897 and designed by Dutch architect Jacob 
Klinkhammer15. Mine headgear and stamp batteries 
were required for the new mines of the Witwatersrand 
and Johannesburg, for example, Village Main, City 

Deep, Ferreira’s Mine, Crown Mines. In the early pre-
railway days all heavy machinery and mine equipment 
had to be imported from Europe by ship and brought 
to the Highveld by ox-wagon. Very few of these hoists 
and headgear structures survive today, but their visible 
pounding presence shaped the city’s landscape and was 
(and one or two still are) distinctive landmarks.

�e 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
contains an illustration showing an Aug. Klőnne 
headgears also found their way to the Witwatersrand 
in prefabricated form; but this suggestion must await 
further research.  ›

AUG. KLőNNE WATER TOWERS ARE TO BE 
FOUND ALL OVER GERMANY AND HAVE 
SERVED RAILWAY COMPANIES, COAL MINES 
AND AS TOWN WATER FACILITIES

THE KLőNNE WATER TOWER IS A MASTERPIECE OF EUROPEAN 
STEEL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE WITH ITS 
CAREFUL DESIGN OF THE CROSS-STEEL SECTIONS AND THEIR 
PRECISION RIVETING

8 �e author, Katherine Munro, with one of the limited edition prints of the Yeoville Water 
Tower blueprint. 

8
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THE GERMAN FACTOR 
Dr Clive Chipkin, in an article in �e Star newspaper of 
23 October 1980, wrote about the prima-facie evidence of 
German involvement in Johannesburg’s growth. South 
Africa imported heavy rails from F Krupp of Essen 
or from BVG of Bochum and locomotives and steam 
engines were also imported. �e �rm, Reunert and 
Lenz, was an agent for imported machines, engines and 
engineering equipment.

�e German presence on the Witwatersrand and in 
Johannesburg was evidenced by early mining pioneers: 
George Albu came from Berlin, Julius Jeppe hailed from 
Rostock and Hermann Eckstein was born in Stuttgart. 
Carl Hanau was another Rand entrepreneur of German 
origin and Sir Julius Wernher – a prominent Randlord 
born in Darmstadt – was a key �gure in the Eckstein 
company (Corner house) who later became anglicised. 
�ere were also many others. German place names were 
in evidence in early Johannesburg – a Kaiser Street, 
a Wilhelm Street, Hohenheim, the Phillips’ home in 
Parktown, the forest of Sachsenwald (that later became 
Saxonwold). �e German Lutheran Church in Hillbrow 
dates from 1912 and the German Club, the Liederkranz 
Club, on Claim Street dates from 190417. 

In 1914, the First World War began and South Africa, 
as part of the British Empire and as an ally of Britain, went 
to war against Germany and the Central Powers. �ere 
were anti-German riots in Johannesburg and Kimberley. 
German connections were speedily dropped, for example, 
street names were changed: Wilhelm Street became King 
George Street and Edith Cavell Street took the place of 
Kaiser Street. �is could be a reason why the Yeoville 
Water Tower, as a triumph of German engineering, was 
“lost” in the reports of the Town Engineer. 

Chipkin used his powers of observation in connecting 
what he saw in Germany during his travels a�er the 
Second World War. He remembers seeing a Klőnne 
water tower near Bochum. He recognised the connection 
and arrived at the conclusion that there was a German 
cultural legacy in Johannesburg. But, Chipkin was 
working without the �rm documentary evidence the 
blueprint now brings to the Johannesburg story. 

KLőNNE WATER TOWERS IN GERMANY
It has been established that Aug. 
Klőnne was an important company 
name in German industrial history. 
It is then, that a return was made to 
search for the now familiar shape 
of the Klőnne water tower and its 
visible inheritance. Mention has 
been made of Ahlen but there are 
many such survivals, either in a 
state of dereliction, or about to be 
demolished or successfully adapted 
to new purposes. �ey date from 
about 1906 to the interwar period, 
when the concrete type of tower 

became the new standard norm. Over time, materials 
and design had moved on. Aug. Klőnne water towers are 
to be found all over Germany and have served railway 
companies, coal mines and as town water facilities. It is 
surprising how many of these water towers survived the 
destruction caused by the Second World War. 

THE KLőNNE PRESENCE IN CHINA AND MEXICO 
�e international reach of Aug. Klőnne is shown in the 
construction of a water tower in Beijing, built in 190818.   

�e Peking (Beijing) Water Tower had a particularly 
interesting history. �is water tower was part of the �rst 
waterworks of the city of Beijing. It was located near 
the Dongzhimen Gate, near the Bund in Hankou, in 
the northeast of the city. It was built for Capital Water 
Limited, Peking. �e height of the tower was 54m, (a 
height of six storeys) and the tank had a capacity of 
750m3. With its tapering lattice steel framework, it was 
described as a “western style water tower” and “an Ei�el 
type hexagon plan metal construction”. �e tower was 
demolished in 1957, during a Chinese state drive to 
recover scrap iron19.

�ere is a Klőnne water tower in Celaya, Mexico, 
constructed in 1908 and opened in 1910. It was 
constructed through German presence, �nance and 
initiative in Mexico. It is called “the ball of water”. 
�eir “ball” continues to supply water to parts of the 
downtown area of the city and it survives as a city icon20. 

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
�e Klőnne water tower is a masterpiece of European 
steel design and engineering excellence with its careful 
design of the cross-steel sections and their precision 
riveting. �e riveting used in construction, rather than 
welding was a distinct engineering advance21. Obviously 
as the size of the tank determined the capacity, Klőnne 
tanks came in various sizes. �e construction of the 
tower as a pre-fabricated structure gives it something of 
the look of a “Meccano” creation. �e easy-to-assemble 
framework was part of the simple genius of assembly, 
appearance and functionality. �e tower is both a work 
of art and a functional engineering creation. Vertical 
steel ladders and horizontal grid catwalks at the base 
of the sphere and around the circumference were an 
integral part of the design. 

Chipkin is of the opinion that the Yeoville Water Tower 
was an expression of an industrial design language that 
in�uenced the Russian constructivists and the architect 
Tatlin with their slogan “constructivism is organisation”22, 
but he also recognised that the origin was German and 
not Russian. �e rival to the Klőnne-shaped tower was 
indeed Russian, as it was Vladimir Shukhov (1853–1939), 
an engineer, architect, mathematician and polymath, who 
designed the �rst hyperboloid structured water tower 
for the 1896 All-Russia Exhibition at Nizhny-Novgorod. 
Shukhov’s hyperboloid towers in�uenced the later design 
of oil derricks and radio masts. �ey were lightweight, 
elegant and sturdy. So, there is an interesting link from 

THE HISTORY OF THE 
YEOVILLE WATER TOWER 

IS SYMBOLIC OF THE 
ESTABLISHMENT AND 

GROWTH OF JOHANNESBURG. 
IT IS A UNIQUE HERITAGE 
STATEMENT. ITS SHAPE 

AND LOOK WERE AND ARE 
INSTANTLY RECOGNISABLE AS 

AN ICONIC FORM
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gas tank to water tower design to modern structural 
engineering forms23.

SYMBOLISM AND OTHER SELECTED REFERENCES TO THE 
YEOVILLE WATER TOWER
�e history of the Yeoville Water Tower is symbolic of 
the establishment and growth of Johannesburg. It is a 
unique heritage statement. Its shape and look were and 
are instantly recognisable as an iconic form. Together 
with Ponte Tower and the Hillbrow and Brixton towers, 
the Yeoville Water Tower de�nes the Johannesburg 
skyline on its east-west ridges and koppies. 

�e tower makes an appearance in several pieces of 
writing about Johannesburg. Ms Anna Smith clearly 
loved the Yeoville Water Tower as she led into the 
letter “Y” in her superb classic book on street names of 
Johannesburg, with a sketch by artist, A Cantrell24. 

Chipkin grew up in the shadow of the Yeoville 
Water Tower and in his memorable article in �e Star, 
23 October 1980 said of it: “In the 1930s, this tower 
was to Yeoville what the Basilica of Sacre Coeur was 
to Montmartre – an ungainly towering presence that 
nevertheless created a sense of place”25. In a later major 
book (1993), Johannesburg Style, Chipkin dates the 
water tower as 1906. He described it as “constructivist 
geometry with Gothic �ėche added on”. He missed the 
date by seven years, but was correct in recognising the 
unmistakable Klőnne design even though the archival 
link to the engineering �rm of Aug. Klőnne was not 
known at that date26. 

In 1984, the Yeoville Water Tower was selected as one 
of 100 landmarks of the city, in the lead up to the city’s 
centenary. It was listed as Number 25. �e Star got the 
date wrong and knew nothing about the real history of 
the tower, but the tower was beloved enough to make the 
heritage 100 list. 

In 1986, in his centenary homage to the city, Hannes 
Meiring included a delightful sketch in his Early 
Johannesburg, its Buildings and its People, recognising 
the aesthetic intention of the engineer, without knowing 
who the engineer actually was27.

Colleen Higgs’ book, Looking for Trouble and Other 
Mostly Yeoville Stories, is a collection of short stories 
bringing the Yeoville of the mid-1980s to 90s to life and 
features the Yeoville Tower in the cover design28. 

A recent undated pamphlet, A Walking tour of Yeoville 
produced by the Yeoville Studio/Yeoville Works (a 
project of the School of Architecture and Planning › 

IN 1984, THE YEOVILLE WATER TOWER  
WAS SELECTED AS ONE OF 100 LANDMARKS 
OF THE CITY, IN THE LEAD UP TO THE  
CITY’S CENTENARY

9 A close up view of the top of the tower.

9
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footnotes 
1 Felix  Stark, Johannesburg, Seventy Golden Years, 1886–1956, edited and produced 
by Felix Stark for the Municipal Public Relations Department.
2 Der Deutsch-Afrikaner 30 August, 1928, p10, advertisement for Geo L Kustner.
3 South African Mining Yearbook, 1941–42, Alphabetical List of the principal 
engineering concerns in the Union of South Africa and Rhodesia, p95 and p166.
4 �e German umlaut has been dropped and evidently, by that date, the family �rm 
had passed to the next generation). Further research is required.
5 �e records of the National Archives of South Africa provide four references to 
Geo L Kustner. �e earliest reference is as far back as 1897 and refers to the question 
about information regarding the tender for the supply of a hydraulic li� for the then 
new post o�ce of Johannesburg. (�is would have been the Rissik Street Post O�ce). 
�ere is a further record of an “illiquid case payment” in a dispute between Geo L 
Kustner (Pty) Limited and a Jacobus du Plessis Burgers, date unknown, though the 
record is dated 1971. 
6 German text as follows: Von (illegible) gebietienen (illegible) darf kein anderer als 
der vertrag massige gebrauch gemacht und der gebrauch keinen dritten ueberlassen 
werden und darf weder kopiert noch dritten Personen zum Zwecke van anderwaertiger 
Benutzung mitge geleilt werd, Aug. Klönne, Dortmund. It is a cautionary against 
misuse and copying or applying the details without authority. 
7 Information on August Klönne source from the German Wikipedia: https://
de.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_Kl%C3%B6nne (sourced March 2018).
8 https://patents.google.com/patent/US380040 (sourced March 2018).
9 Company history of Aug. Klönne located online at https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Aug._Kl%C3%B6nne (sourced March 2018)
10 Der Blauer Wasserturm Ahlen, http://www.route-industriekultur.ruhr/
themenrouten/28-wasser-werke-tuerme-und-turbinen/blauer-wasserturm-ahlen.
html (sourced March 2018)
11 Herbert, H. 1978. Pioneers of Prefabrication, �e British Contribution in the 
Nineteenth Century, John Hopkins University Press, pp 121–148. 
12 Duncan, P and Proust, A. 2017. Inside Kimberley, for some excellent examples of 
examples of Kimberley’s imported prefabricated buildings, which are still extant.
13 See http://www.smutshouse.co.za/ “General Smuts bought, for £300, the wood-
and-iron building that had served as the o�cers’ mess. It is believed that the building 
was originally prefabricated in Britain, taken to India by the British Army and later 
shipped to South Africa. Now, once again the building was dismantled. It was brought 
to Pretoria by rail, and thence to the farm Doornkloof by ox-wagon, where it was re-
erected at the substantial cost of £1000 in 1909”. (sourced online March 2018). 
14 See Karel A Bakker, Nicholas J Clarke and Roger C Fisher, (editors). 2014. Eclectic 
ZA Wilhelmiens. A shared Dutch built heritage in South Africa. Visual Books. De 
Jong Robert C, et al. 1988. NZASM 100: 1887–1899: the buildings, steam engines 
and structures of the Netherlands South African Railway Company. Van Rensburg 
Publications. Johannesburg. 
15 De Jong Robert C. et al. 1988. Nzasm 100: 1887-1899: the buildings, steam engines 
and structures of the Netherlands South African Railway Company. Van Rensburg 
Publications, Johannesburg.

16 Encyclopaedia Britannica (11th ed., vol. 18, entry for mining). 1910. �e 
Encyclopedia Britannica Company. New York, NY.
17 Details of the Liederkranz Club, later the Queens Hall, and extensive information 
on the German School and the Friedenkirche in Hillbrow Johannesburg (supplied by 
Konrad Voges to be found on Artefacts https://www.artefacts.co.za/main/Buildings/
bldgframes.php?bldgid=6418 (sourced March 2018).
18 Popular Mechanics. 1909. Located online https://books.google.co.za/
books?id=SN8DAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA5&lpg=PA5&dq=Popular+Mechan-
ics++1909+++water+tower&source=bl&ots=2bR-eBHegR&sig=5h2Vdi7i-
GOdqq7ErsFUouuOYaZo&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiRoOT9g6DaAhVKJ-
cAKHd1wAcUQ6AEwCnoECAAQRQ#v=onepage&q=Popular%20Mechanics%20
%201909%20%20%20water%20tower&f=false (sourced March 2018).
19 Reference to the Peking tower with photographs to be found on the blog of the 
British Water Tower Appreciation Society (bwtas blogspot.co.za/2011). Reference to 
this tower, see: Joseph Esherick (editor). 2002. Remaking the Chinese City, Modernity 
and National Identity (1900-1950), p113; Stephen MacKinnon. Wuhan’s Search for 
Identity in the Republican Period. University of Hawaii Press (sourced March 2018 via 
the British Water Tower Association blog spot); Robert KG Temple. 1990. Im Land des 
�iegenden Drachen: Chinesische Er�ndungen aus vier Jahrtausenden. Gustav Luebbe 
Verlag, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany.
20 Wasserwerk Celaya (Mexiko), Wasserturm, Inhalt 700 cbm, gebaut durch Aug. 
Klönne, Dortmund, Aug. Klönne 1879–1929, Denkschri� (1929), Bild73 accessed 
online (sourced March 2018). Information about Celaya and its Ball of Water see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celaya, (sourced March 2018).
21 Heat welding. Electric welding made the riveting technology obsolete. However, 
an advantage of the onsite riveted “meccano set” prefabrication allowed for the 
temporary pre-erection of the structure at the manufacturers with loose-�tted rivets 
for inspection by the engineers representing the client – see, for example, �g 05.04 p92 
in Eclectic ZA Wilhelmiens book.
22 Clive Chipkin, �e Star, 23/10/1980. 
23 Shukov information found on line (https://www.wmf.org/project/shukhov-tower 
(sourced April 2018)
24 Anna Smith. 1972. Johannesburg Street Names. Juta, p595 
25 Clive Chipkin. �e Star, 23/10/1980.
26 Chipkin, C. 1993. Johannesburg Style: Architecture and Society 1880s–1960s. Cape 
Town. David Philip. p51.
27 Meiring, H. 1986. , Early Johannesburg its Buildings and its People, (text by van der 
Waal and Wilhelm Grűtter, p90). Cape Town. Human & Rousseau.
28 Higgs, C. 2012. Looking for Trouble. Hands-on books. Cover design by Natascha 
Mostert and Life is Awesome and cover artwork by Jesse Breytenbach.
29 Yeoville, an architectural walking tour. Undated unpublished pamphlet guide, 
produced by Yeoville Studio, School of Architecture and Planning, University of the 
Witwatersrand. 
30 Aeron Stipanov. Yeoville Water Tower, Documenting Johannesburg – the Building as 
Object, unpublished honours project, University of the Witwatersrand, 2016, accesses 
via supervisor, Brendan Hart 

of the University of the Witwatersrand) included the 
Yeoville Tower and places the Russian constructivist 
in�uence as central29. 

In 2016, Aeron Stipanov, an honours student at the 
University of the Witwatersrand, prepared an excellent 
report on the Yeoville Water Tower as part of a project, 
Documenting Johannesburg, under the supervision of 
Brendan Hart. �is report meticulously illustrated the 
elevations and the engineering details and documented 
the tower in drawings and photographs. However, 
Stipanov did not get back to Klőnne and the  
Dortmund origins30.

THE BLUEPRINT IS THE KEY TO THE TREASURE
It’s time for the blueprint of the Yeoville Water Tower 
to be revealed for what it is. �e blueprint is the key to 
the treasure in our midst. Yeoville’s iconic steel water 
tower stands proud and high on the Yeoville Ridge; it is 
a heritage treasure that dates back to 1913. At 105 years 
old, it is time to appreciate the industrial archaeology of 
Johannesburg and its mining origins and to realise that 
mine headgear, the Yeoville suburb and the Park Station 
structure are as precious to preserve as any Parktown 
baronial mansion. 

�e tower marks a moment in time when 
prefabrication and imported steel were necessities 
for comfort and progress. �e design of the tower 
successfully marries cutting-edge engineering  
and quality architecture. Finding the blueprint  
pays due homage to the German in�uence in 
Johannesburg’s history.

It is even more surprising that this early water tower 
has survived when so many Klőnne towers in Germany 
have been demolished or are in decay. Its familiar 
rust colour is apt for this striking, simply designed yet 
complicated engineering work of art. It is visible from 
other ridges of Johannesburg and is today a familiar 
and prized Johannesburg possession. It is a de�ning 
landmark of early Johannesburg. It makes a statement 
and re�ects Johannesburg’s history, its water trials  
and tribulations, perhaps more than any other 
structure in the city. 

We now know the origins of the tower and a precise 
date. We can contextualise the Yeoville Water Tower 
within an international line-up of water towers. For 
anyone in search of this type of water tower in the 
world, Johannesburg’s Yeoville Water Tower should 
receive recognition far more vigorously.  ■
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AESTHETICS
ofPLACE
Port Elizabeth architect John Rushmere re�ects on space and aesthetics during the 2017 
Milde McWilliams Lecture.

Part 4

W
hen we design, we need to establish an authority, 
the hierarchical order, which is done spatially, 
informs the language … which then reinforces 
the space … it’s not good enough to make the 

celebrated space, the recreational, shared space, the same 
ceiling height as a toilet, just a bigger room … that’s not 
good enough. So, what you see here is in the social, served 
spaces, the ceiling is deliberately high, the spine is very 
strong … that is the library in combination, the table with 
the books (including Encyclopedia Britannica, not Google) 
and then it changes to a dining space when it is meal 
times. So that table doubles as a library and a work surface. 

[Referring audience to slides] �at is simply showing 
how the windows slide into the wall, allowing one to 
engage with the lawn outside on the Church Road side. 
A shutter slides over the wall on the outside, so one can 
play and change the nature of the atmosphere in the living 
space. �e pergola structure has come out onto the patio. 
�at’s a view up through the blinds that can all be li�ed 
up. �at’s the small courtyard garden and entrance into 
the gardens from the little walkway at the back, which 
takes you down to the pool. Some other details … that’s 
the water that runs on the chain, which is actually quite 
delightful although when it rains very hard it goes “p��” 
and ignores the chain, so it wasn’t all that successful! In 
Onion 1, that’s the top of the brickwork, which goes out to 
form a haunch on top of the truss that bridges the space 
where the forces come down onto the haunch. 

�e Duckpond Pavilion … First of all, I omitted to say 
when I started talking about my work, so will say it now: 
no building is one man deep and so I have so many people 

to acknowledge … my mentors, I mentioned them; my 
collaborators; the assistants who worked for me; many 
colleagues and also laypeople whose comments were 
always valuable. So, I thank them, wherever they are … 
there are people that are in the audience here … Donald 
Flint I’ve worked with a lot, I’m working with Bryan 
and Debbie [Wintermeyer] and Ilze (Danev), and I am 
enjoying the experience.  

�is whole thing took place in a year, virtually to 
the day, so there wasn’t time to mess around, and all 
I had time to do was to draw that footprint, work that 
out and, of course, the succeeding ones higher up the 
building, which follow the geometry of that … and then 
I drew a conceptual section. With that footprint and that 
conceptual section, I spent three days with Dave Warden, 
a QS, and he was absolutely brilliant. He wouldn’t let us 
get away with a thing; he kept such a tight �nancial control 
because otherwise, the whole thing would have bombed. › 

1 View from beach, De Kock Houses, Je�reys Bay, 1990. 2 De Kock Houses, Je�reys Bay, 1990.

1 2
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3 Site plan, Duck Pond Pavilion, St Georges Park, Central Port Elizabeth, 1986. 4 View of 
internal elevation, Duck Pond Pavilion. 5 View of external colonnaded wall to the exterior, 
Duck Pond Pavilion.

He was an absolutely essential cog in this particular 
wheel. We would prepare drawings, they would be sent 
up to Dave and sometimes, not o�en, but sometimes, they 
would be sent back: can’t a�ord it. Sometimes we bartered, 
in other words, you can have this, but then you’ve got to 
give me R50 000 or R100 0000, or whatever to bring us 
back onto the budgeted target.

�e other one I want to mention is James Cairns 
who was our engineer … he is probably the most 
architecturally-oriented engineer it has been my pleasure 
to work with. His contribution to this building is massive. 
In fact, I really regard him as my design partner and 
some of the most beautiful features of the building come 
from James. �e structure coming o� the back of the sky 
building, the upper building, and tying itself down to the 
great wall that’s at the back of the stadium is an essential 
stabiliser because that upper building, supported at the 
middle like a tree, is asymmetrically loaded and so what 
happens at the back there anchors the building both in 
compression and tension. It’s wonderful ... I call them the 
�ying buttresses. 

�e idea to li� the sky building was that one would have 
an awareness of the park. �at’s the upper deck … they 
are lovely spaces. �e wall was a very deliberate gesture 
to the park, to make it a friendly structure. I think we 
all love colonnades, we love brick colonnades, they’re in 
our minds maybe from a magazine, cloisters, university 
buildings and so on … so it’s a very friendly structure. 
You can see the separation between the upper and the 
lower building. �e other point about shi�ing the upper 
building forward is that it always remained a relatively 
small building; it never became as big as it is from the 
cricket side, in terms of its mass and its size.

ANECDOTES AND EXPERIENCES  
I want to tell you some anecdotes. I want to mention 
Harry Banks. Harry was the site agent, which is just a 
super foreman and he was a superman. �e architects 
in the audience know that the one thing you don’t want 
to do is to delay a contractor because the claims come in 
thick and fast … and it can cost a client a fortune. A�er 
the third delay … simply to get the wheels rolling and to 
get the information on a very complex structural problem, 
we had to get a mainframe from Cape Town to come 
and work out the forces. A�er the third delay, we are in 
a meeting … that awkwardness where the contractor 
is saying “we were promised this last week and we still 
haven’t got it”, and the client is sitting there and saying 
“well Mr Architect, what’s happening?” I went over to 
Harry’s o�ce and �opped into the chair and this little 
man with a huge smile and a huge heart came around his 
desk and I said, “Harry, I’m so sorry, it’s happened again, 
we’ve got a third delay.” He came and put his arm around 
me and said, “you’ve got your problems and I’ve got my 
problems. �e trick is not to let my problems become 
your problems. I’ll make you a promise, read my lips, this 
building will be �nished on time.” �ere were two more 
delays, so we had �ve delays altogether, and he was a › 

5
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magician. �ere was another occasion, when, with our 
backs to the wall timewise, he called me up to the site 
to show me stanchions of the facade. �ey had gone up 
about three to four metres, three of them, about 1.6 wide; 
they are on a gentle curve and there are three di�erent 
teams of brickies, working independently of each other 
…  when those stanchions reach maturity and become 
vaulted, what’s above that must be a pure circle. Believe 
it or not, the middle of that brickwork is 20mm forward 
of the edge of the brick. Harry said, “John, is that brick 
okay?” And I said, “Harry, that’s got to be the bottom 
standard. We haven’t got time, just carry on, but please, 
make it better.” About three days later, I had occasion 
to go up to the site again and something had changed. 
I asked Harry what it was and he said, “oh, it’s probably 
because I knocked down those three stanchions.” I said, 
“but we couldn’t a�ord the time, why did you do that, I 
passed them?” He said, “you passed them, I didn’t.” Now 
to have a site agent working for a contractor, for money, to 
have the guts to do that, to bene�t the building … I have 
had some astonishing experiences.

�e concourse is the great space under what I call 
the earth building. Another very important aspect 
was that by shi�ing that building forward there was 
going to be a plane of glass to stop the southern winds 
blowing through between the earth building and the 
sky building. We had to leave that out because of money 
and I’ve noticed that somebody has come along and 
completely destroyed the spirit of the building. �e idea 
was that, when you were a bit bored or felt like having a 
smoke, you could go up onto the walkway at the back, 
into the northern sun, and interact with people in the 
park. And that happened … people would ask what the 
score was, there’d be a discussion, friends would see each 
other and talk, and that was the whole idea, to humanise 
the back of the stadium, give it a human face and a soul. 
Some guy’s come along and put a roof and the glass on 
the outside, changing the proportions of the building 
and ruining the idea of making it a human building. 
�at happens ... I used to complain about these things. 
All architects have an ego and we want buildings to be 
frozen in time so they stay like that, in their perfect state 
forever, but, of course, that’s a big ego trip. 

�ey gave me a book called �e Secret Life of 
Buildings1. Most of the buildings landed up as ruins. I 
am quite happy because somebody once said to me, you 
know, your buildings will make bloody good ruins!  

[Referring audience to slides] We enter now a 
completely di�erent language. �is is at Hermanus 
on a most amazing site, sitting above Voelklip beach. 
Hermanus has always been known for its cascade, in 
Christopher Alexander’s2 words – he’s an architectural 
critic and author – of roofs. A lot of them were thatch 
until they burned down, and so I followed the tradition. 
It was always going to be a building with pitched roofs 
and its very complex … to work out the geometries of 
this building gave me sleepless nights for all those roofs 
to integrate with the spaces that they cover. �ere is 

something like nine or ten rooms, which have a direct 
view out onto the sea, so it was simply the way I organised 
the layout. 

In fact, it’s almost like three buildings: the guest room 
building, their building and then the garage with the lo�, 
an attic, on top. �e courtyard is the secret to this building 
because there is an incessant onshore southeast wind 
that just blows, even when it’s totally still, it blows, so the 
courtyard was an essential defence. What I contrived was 
that the two horns that come together in the lower corner 
have glass boxes, so if you are sitting in the courtyard side 
you can look straight out through both sides and get a 
broad 90-degree view of in�nity, �lled with sea. 

[Referring audience to slides] �ose are textures, I play 
a lot with textures, details on the base of the veranda. Here 
is the little staircase that goes up between the kitchen … 
up to their dressing and bedroom area. 

[Referring audience to slides] �ese would probably be 
better called De Kock Houses, in Je�reys Bay. For me, the 
so�ness of the sea and the beach, and the green shoreline 
is about white. And so, these are little cottages, on their 
own subdivided small properties, no boundary walls 
allowed. Each one lives out onto a small space between 
the back and the living side, with a balcony up at the top 
looking out onto the sea and a balcony at the bottom. �e 
language is very di�erent from some of the other buildings 
you’ve been looking at. �ey are tight, small, neat ... these 
are very wealthy farmers from Barkly West, a family 
of three sons and a daughter. We made up for sleeping 
accommodation … a little cat ladder takes you up into the 
roof space to what is e�ectively a dormitory.  ■

6 External wall elevational study, Duck Pond Pavilion, St Georges Park, Central Port Elizabeth, 
1986.

6

footnotes PREPARED BY THE EDITOR 
1 �ere are two books called the Secret Life of Buildings, namely, �e Secret 
Life of Buildings: From the Parthenon to the Vegas Strip in �irteen Stories, 
by Edward Hollis and �e Secret Life of Buildings: An American Mythology 
of Modern Architecture,  by Gavin Macrae-Gibson.
2 Prof. Christopher Alexander, University of California, Berkeley.
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DESIGNING A NEW VISION FOR 

MPUMALANGA 
UNIVERSITY

I
n 2013, a parallel architectural design competition 
was held by the Department of Higher Education 
and Training (DHET) for the establishment of 
two new South African universities – Sol Plaatje 

University (SPU) and the University of Mpumalanga 
(UMP). As part of the � rst phase of development for 
UMP’s Mbombela campus, GAPP Architects and Urban 
Designers was selected as one of four architectural � rms 
to design a new vision for the university.

GAPP’s competition entry explored the ideas of 
sculptural terracing and buildings that grow out of the 
landscape, capturing the scenic views and powerful poetry 
of the surrounding landscape. Key to the design ethos was 
the notion of creating well-de� ned spaces and pockets of 
activity, supported by an easily accessible network of  › 

1

� e Mbombela campus NBP0004 student residence, wellness centre 
and multipurpose hall

By: Gareth Leonard and Caron Schnaid

UNIVERSITY OF MPUMALANGA
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1 Student residence courtyard.  2 Typical eight-bed student residence apartment layout.  3 Overall 
layout of the building. 4 Lower ground �oor plan of the multipurpose hall.

positive movement routes and active edges to streets and 
courtyards. �is approach aimed to encourage a diverse, 
mixed-use of building types and functions that could 
combine study and learning with residential, social and 
even retail spaces through a clearly de�ned hierarchy 
of spaces, activities and events. A strong emphasis 
was given to providing spaces that had a well-de�ned 
human scale and allowed for both public and private 
interactions, including places of shading and screening 
from the elements, places to sit and rest, places to pause 
and places to gather.

CREATING A MIXED-USED PRECINCT
With this strong conceptual approach in mind, GAPP 
was tasked with the design of a new student residence 
building incorporating o�ces and Student Representative 
Council (SRC) facilities, a health and wellness centre and 

a new multipurpose hall. Focusing on the space between 
buildings, GAPP proposed a mixed-use precinct that 
could integrate into the existing sprawled and disparate 
fabric of the previous Lowveld Agricultural College, 
allowing the various facilities to work and relate to each 
other as a collective whole. 

�e steep campus topography guided the initial 
placement and massing of the buildings on the site. 
Consisting of three large platforms, previously created by 
the agricultural college, and a large granite shelf towards 
the rear, the site presented a challenge as altering the 
existing levels would prove costly. �e design carefully 
looked to resolve the connections between each platform 
to create a seamless and accessible public realm while 
taking advantage of the panoramic views over the city. 

Central to the design was the creation of a public 
promenade that activated the public realm of the campus, 
creating links between the new student residence and 
recreational facilities, as well as extending and reinforcing 
the pedestrian route that would connect the new library 
and administration facilities with the existing student 
residences and sports facilities. �e buildings are perched 
along the rocky outcrop with the raised timber deck 
promenade winding through the trees. �e student 
residence building and student union hold the edge of the 
promenade with public facilities such as the games rooms, 
lecture facilities and retail areas activating the walkway 
areas. �e arrangement of spaces is consciously graded to 
accommodate public, semi-public and private functions 
within the mixed-use scheme.

�e student residence component consists of 138 private 
rooms with shared ablutions, as well as 12 en suite rooms 
and two en suite rooms for students with disabilities. 
Accommodation is grouped into apartments of eight 
bedrooms sharing a central open plan living space and 
kitchen, arranged around a semi-private landscaped 
courtyard. Shared amenities include kitchenettes, living 
rooms, TV lounge, laundry, seminar and study rooms, 
games rooms and covered terraces. A self-contained �atlet 
for the warden is also accommodated. �e more public 
facilities, such as the games rooms, lecture facilities and 
retail areas are placed along and open up to the public 
promenade, activating the walkway.  ›
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5 Approach to hall. 6 Multipurpose hall interior. 

�e SRC facilities form an extension of the student 
residence and include a number of meeting and seminar 
rooms and private o�ces, as well as retail areas that can be 
accessed o� the promenade. Benches and sheltered seating 
areas are located along the public walkways, allowing 
circulation spaces to host small informal gatherings.

Located next to the existing swimming pool, the 
health and wellness centre accommodates a number of 
consultation spaces, treatment rooms and a small clinic, 
as well as a gym and changing room facilities. Together 
with the SRC facilities, the buildings are arranged to 
form an enclosed area around the pool and a structured 
swimming precinct. 

Located adjacent to the existing tennis and 
basketball court, the new multipurpose hall is designed 
to accommodate a variety of functions including 
examinations, sporting events and graduation 
ceremonies. Envisaged as a single brickwork volume, the 
hall incorporates a continuous band of opaque glazing 
along its length, �lling the lower level of the hall with 
so�ly di�used light. In the evenings, this glazed strip 
allows the hall to radiate a lantern-like glow when events 
are held. A series of sliding folding doors open up along 
the northern facade of the hall to connect with the 
external sports courts. �e kitchen and changing rooms 
that support the hall are tucked into the embankment 
below the level of the public promenade. 

THE DETAIL IS IN THE APPEARANCE 
�e distinct material palette, chosen collectively by 
the architectural teams for the university, re�ects 
the natural colours and textures of the Mpumalanga 
landscape. �is emulates a building type that has a 
sense of growing out of this landscape, with the core 
material being a local clay facebrick. 

�e residence’s external facade is solid in appearance 
with punched windows, while the public areas below 
the student apartments have a lighter quality with 
screened glazing to ensure a visual connection to the 
promenade. Externally, the solid brickwork pattern is 
expressed as a punctured brickwork screen to de�ne 
public circulation spaces. �e punctured brickwork 
screens also serve to shield the facade against direct 
sunlight while maintaining privacy and security, as 
well as allowing for cross-ventilation. Screens are an 
expressive architectural element and opportunity to 
explore texture and the �ltering of light. 

To shield the building from the western sun, 
residence windows are equipped with sliding 
aluminium shutters to control glare and heat gain. 
Vertical �ns on the shutters are designed to induce a 
negative-positive air pressure, channelling ventilation 
into and out of the rooms. 

Public art was also introduced through a series 
of bespoke mosaic walls along the promenade. 
Commissioned by GAPP, local artist Tamar Mason 
handcra�ed and installed more than 6 500 unglazed 
terracotta clay tiles. �e design originated from the 
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abstract fractal pattern observed in the cellular detail 
of leaves, as well as the aerial imagery of the campus 
landscape. �is pattern was translated into a number of 
large panels, created through the careful placement of 
individually imprinted tiles. Each tile was hand-cut and 
�red in batches at di�erent temperatures to produce 
subtle colour variation in the tiles. In addition, some of 
the stamped tiles are painted with an oxide in two earth 
colours to further highlight aspects of pattern making 
within each panel.

Guided by the design informants of a complex site, the 
interaction between the new student residence building, 
the health and wellness centre and the multipurpose hall 
creates a positive social and recreational realm within the 
University of Mpumalanga’s Mbombela Campus.  ■ 
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MBOMBELA 
MOSAIC

By: Mike Louw

Mbombela Campus, Mpumalanga, South Africa

PROJECT INFORMATION
Architects: GAPP Architects and Urban Designers
Mosaic panels: Tamar Mason
Environmental Consultant: PJCarew Consulting
Photography: Tristan McLaren, Tamar Mason and GAPP 
Architects and Urban Designers
Text and compilation: Michael Louw

an emphasis on local meaning, social justice, and 
environmental sustainability”.

In a similar manner, the mosaic of aluminium 
windows was also generated by the local context – this 
time by the sun and local wind conditions. Due to the 
topography of the site, the orientation of the buildings 
is predominantly east-west, which resulted in the 
installation of sliding louvres in front of the windows, 
while security personnel on the campus who were 
interviewed by the professional team informed them of 
light morning and evening breezes that are experienced 
regularly on the site. �is led to the introduction of 
vertical aluminium �ns, which capture these breezes 
and help to create a pressure di�erence across the 
windows to assist with air �ow in the bedrooms.

�e visually dense mosaic patterns of the tiles, which 
are echoed by the perforated brick screens and window 
clusters, are a suitable re�ection of the campus’ siSwati 
name Mbombela, which means “a lot of people in a 
small space”.  ■ 

M
osaic panels at the new student residence, 
wellness centre and multipurpose hall on the 
University of Mpumalanga’s Mbombela campus 
were made from upwards of 6 500 hand-cut and 

unglazed terracotta tiles. Local artist Tamar Mason was 
commissioned to design and manufacture these and, 
rather than stereotyping traditional “African” motifs, 
she chose to generate a design based on fractals. While 
the patterns do not strictly conform to the de�nition of 
fractals (since they do not repeat themselves at di�erent 
scales), they were inspired by the fractal patterns found 
in aerial imagery of the surrounding trees, and in the 
cellular patterns found in leaves. Ron Eglash argues 
that fractals have been consciously used in the design 
of African settlements for many years and he notes 
that they can “… combine the rigour of science with 
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1 �e design development of the mosaic tile panels. 2 An isometric showing the aluminium window, �n and louvre assembly. 3 A plan showing how air�ow is directed by 
the protruding aluminium �n. 4 A cluster of windows with the �ns and louvres for sun and ventilation control. 5 Typical placement of the windows in combination with 
perforated brick screens.

Soldier course and brick  
on edge lintel

Fixed louvre panel with 
removable aluminium mesh 
�yscreen �tted to internal face

Aluminium �n

Sliding louvre panel with 
removable aluminium mesh 
�yscreen �tted to internal face

Brick on edge window sill

4

5

2

EXTERIOR

Sliding louvre 
panel with �y 
screen

Aluminium �n
Fixed louvre panel 
with �y screen

Stop to create equal openings 
on either side of 275mm. 
Stop to be provided with 
maintenance lock mechanism.INTERIOR
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MILLENNIAL DEVELOPMENTS: 
ARCHITECTURE IN THE TIME OF RISK 
AND SPACE-TIME COMPRESSION

“T
oday’s disorganised modes of capitalism … 
produce volatile, bristly, or slippery spatial 
products, agencies or imaginaries … �is has 
created vast new markets for architecture  

and its services, spin products and ephemeralities.”1 – 
Bremner, 2010.

It’s early, but I’m late already. Once again, the day 
brims with projects and research to be chartered with 
yet unknown precedent and reward. �is is a game, a 
usual-unusual stake for the young emerging architect in 
Johannesburg. It would seem that for some of us, risk and 
speed underscore the shaping forces driving architectural 
practice and outlook in our city.   

RISKY BUSINESS
My participation as one of three in an all-women 
experimental �rm, Counterspace, has a�orded a rapidly 
developing insight into some fascinating forces at play 
in our current economic and social landscape. As a 
practice angled towards immersive architecture and 
installations, much of our work demands immediacy in 
the production of highly considered initial concepts, also 
conveying the immediate, fast and impactful within in 
the architectural experience itself. Yet, Counterspace also 
recognises immense value in research-informed design 
for the revelation of interesting practices already at play in 
a given context to include within a design, also a�ording 
risk-aversion and relevance for a project. What emerges 
is an energetic, somewhat elusive form of practice, which 
involves intense and rapid development.  

�e practice also works closely with collaborators and 
colleagues, both physically and abstractly, to mediate 
risk and the pressures of time constraints.  Counterspace 
assists with managing Plot, a multi-disciplinary 
collaborative situated at 44 Stanley Milpark. �rough 
working closely with other urban, arts and architecture 
�rms, as well as continuous interaction within a network 
of colleagues in adjacent �elds, facilitation for developing 
multi-skilled teams at speed becomes possible. 

SPECULATIVE RISK
Another adjacency to concepts of speed and risk in 
architectural practice is enveloped in the insights 

By: Sarah de Villiers, Counterspace, Johannesburg

Sumayya (Vally) and I have been a�orded, as part of 
the Unit teaching sta� at the recently formed University 
of Johannesburg Graduate School of Architecture 
(GSA). My own involvement as a unit tutor in GSA 
Unit 14 has established a space to push the previously 
commonly accepted formats of architectural research in 
an African context. Both sta� and student body reside 
in an uncertain, but highly formative and critical space 
towards pursuing, showing and responding to new forms 
of knowledge. In this space, risk and speed are fantastic 
forces to push experimentation and discovery. 

RISK EVERYTHING
Observations of our city revealed through GSA Unit 
14’s work (pitted around the subversive spatioeconomic 
forces at play in Johannesburg), and through the work 
undertaken to date by Counterspace, reveal, in part, 
insight into the broader risky practices taking shape 
at speed in our city. Risk and speed are encoded into 
Johannesburg’s origins, where gold was found by chance, 
and then pursued rapidly through incredibly risky 
and expensive experimentation techniques across its 
landscape as Malcomess & Kreutzfeldt2 describe. Much 
later in its history, in its post-apartheid landscape, new 
forms of pursuit emerge between and on the incisive 
borders attributed to the city by apartheid planning, 
with insurgency of alternative, sometimes hidden, 
unregulated economic, cultural and spiritual practices as 
the Comaro�s3 and AbdouMaliq Simone4 also allude to. 
Abounding the city is a de�nitive quality of “risky hustle”. 
Here, in this beautiful space and time, as practitioner and 
observer, everything is at risk; waiting to be picked up, 
thrown in the air, stolen, consumed, �xed and broken 
again, only to be remade once more.  ■

1 Bremner, L 2010. Writing the City into Being. Fourthwall Books. Johannesburg. 
p107. 
2Malcomess, B & Kreutzfeldt, D. 2013. Not No Place: Johannesburg. Fragments of 
Spaces and Times. Fanele. Johannesburg. p18.
3 Comaro�, J & Comaro�, JL. 1999. “Alien-Nation: Zombies, Immigrants and 
Millennial Capitalism” in South Atlantic Quarterly, Fall, Vol 101 N4. p284. 
4Simone, A. 1998. “Globalization and the Identity of African Urban Practices” in 
Judin, H & Vladislavic, I. eds. 1998. Blank: Architecture, Apartheid and A�er. NAi 
Publishers. Rotterdam. p97.
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